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 Jesus walked by the Sea of Galilee and saw two fishermen. 
He said to them, “Follow me, and I will make you fish for people.” 
Immediately they left their nets and followed him. It is likely that 
he was not a complete stranger and that they had already heard of 
the wonderful things he was doing.  Still, they had no hesitation. 
Jesus did not promise to give them something; he gave them an 
opportunity and a challenge—to fish for people.   
 
 Now sometimes people are rather repulsed by the idea of 
fishing for people. I’m not too fond of the idea myself. It sounds as 
if we are going to hook them and reel them in. Compel them to 
believe. But that involves a mistaken idea of how fishing in that 
region was done. Fishing was not done with a rod and reel and 
lure. There was such a thing as line fishing in the ancient world, 
but the image of fishing for people refers to net fishing. The net 
was circular, having heavy weight around its perimeter. 
Fishermen would either stand on the shore and case their nets 
into the water or drop their nets from a boat. In this passage the 
nets are being tossed from the shoreline.  It was very hard work. 
In net fishing the fish are not pulled individually from the water 
but as a group.  
  

A few years ago I was thrilled to be at a very special place 
near the Sea of Galilee. It was the place where the Sea of Galilee 
Boat, also known as the Jesus Boat, was removed from the shore 
of the lake in 1986. The boat was discovered during a drought by 
two brothers, fishermen, who had long hoped to discover a boat in 
the sea. The brothers reported their discovery and a team of 
archaeologists was sent to investigate.  Removing the boat from 
the mud took 12 days and nights. The boat was then submerged in 
a chemical bath for 7 years before it could be displayed at the 
beautiful museum of Kibbutz Ginosar. There is of course no proof 
that Jesus or his disciples used that particular boat, but it is the 
kind of boat they would have used.  Boats are mentioned 50 times 
in the Gospels. The boat is 27 feet long and 7 ½ feet wide, with a 



flat bottom. The boat has been dated to between 40 BCE and 50 
CE. The evidence of repeated repairs shows the boat was used for 
several decades. 

 
The talk of being caught like fish by those in a boat suggests 

that that maybe the coming of the kingdom is out of our control. 
Maybe we have been caught or are going to be caught. Generally 
we view being captured, like in a net, or by the police as a 
negative thing. But we also talk about being captured by love. 
Romantic love itself is often out of our control. Such love often 
means a change in life: perhaps marriage, which brings with it 
new relatives, whether we want them or not. Being captured by 
Jesus’ irresistible call is like that. It meant an end to the old life 
for the fishermen, so that they might start a new life together as 
followers of Jesus. And it means a new life for each of us and for 
us together as part of the Body of Christ.  

 
Fishing for people is one way to understand how the first 

followers of Jesus spread the Word.  But there is a different way to 
look at how these early Christians lived their faith. One early 
believer said, “We do not preach great things, but we live them.” 
Christians were hospitable not only to each other but to all. An 
early fourth-century Egyptian said, “They are people who bear the 
name of Christ, the only begotten Son of God, and they do good to 
everyone.”  This man was later instructed and baptized. A church 
document from about the year 250 instructed bishops to ensure 
that a visiting poor man or woman be provided with a place to sit, 
even if the bishop had to sit on the ground. This generosity drew 
people. It acted like a magnet.  

 
May we, like our sisters and brothers long ago, lead 

beautiful and generous lives. May we show forth the attractive 
power of Jesus Christ. May we experience the beauty of being 
captured by his love. Amen. 

 
 
 
 



 
 
      


